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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

This study aims to find the theme of the novel The Call of The Wild 

by finding and analyzing the settings described and the conflicts experienced 

by Buck as the main character. For this aim, the writer formulates three 

problem formulations which are mentioned in the earlier chapter. Those 

problems are the primary settings before and after Buck is kidnapped, then 

the Buck’s conflicts and the last is the theme which will be derived through 

the setting and conflicts described.  

For the first problem formulation, the writer finds four primary 

settings. First setting is Judge Miller’s place as the setting before Buck is 

kidnapped. This place is really huge in which it describes the house where 

Buck is used to live in Southland comfortably. The hot climate is definitely 

great for playing outside. The other settings are the settings after Buck is 

kidnapped in which there are three settings found, those are; Seattle, Dyea 

Beach and Northernland. For Seattle, it is as a snowy place where Buck is 

gathered with other kidnapped dog and the last place Buck enjoys the warm 

Southland. For Dyea Beach, there is an absolute The Law of Club and Fang 

which is obeyed by both mens and dogs there with only savage, rage and 

hardwork. For Northland, it is a freezing, cold, gloomy and dark place where 

Buck is fully adaptive to its harness and brutality in which at the end, he 

becomes the leader of a wolf pack.  
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For the second problem formulation, the writer finds several conflicts, 

both internal and external in each setting described in the previous paragraph. 

The conflicts start to emerge in settings after Buck is kidnapped. In Seattle, 

Buck experiences both internal and external ones as the results of shocks and 

surprises of the first harsh environment which he has to face. In Dyea Beach, 

Buck experiences internal conflict in which it is the triggered by the strictness 

of The Law of Club and Fang. Lastly in Northland, there are many conflicts 

happened, both internal and external in which the conflicts mainly involve his 

feelings and actions toward his new master in Northland, John Thornton 

along with the success adaptation that Buck receives as the reward. 

For the third problem formulation, the writer concludes the theme 

which is derived from setting and Buck’s conflicts described in the novel. The 

writer shows the primary settings found, the correlation between setting and 

conflict, as well as the clues found from the conflicts experienced Buck which 

are all used to find the theme. Thus, it turns out to be Life Struggles and 

Efforts Help Someone to Improve Self Qualities and Gain Success.  

Thus, all of the problem formulations mentioned in Chapter 1 are 

answered and theme is concluded after the finding and intrepretation of the 

setting and Buck’s conflicts from the novel The Call of The Wild. 
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A. Suggestion 

In The Call of The Wild, the writer applies Formalistic Approach for 

this study because this approach focuses on deep analysis of the artwork’s 

intrinsic elements. For the further studies, the writer suggests to use other 

elements available for interpreting the theme of this novel. It is because the 

theme of The Call of The Wild can be derived from different elements or 

point of views.  

The first element suggested is character. In this novel, the main 

character experiences many conflicts in which those conflicts take part on 

developing his characteristics. Thus, the character development experienced 

by Buck can be good aspect to find the theme of novel. The study’s result 

may get better when character, characteristics and conflict are used and 

correlated because the theme found can be much specific and interpreted 

clearly. 

The writer also suggests to analyze the novel The Call of The Wild 

through the symbols. There are actually some important symbols occured like 

the names of Chapters in the story; The Law of Club and Fang and The 

Sounding of The Call. Then, other symbols which may have probability for 

analysis such as “the sad and lonely Northernland”, “the law of love and 

fellowship in Southland” etc. These kinds of symbols may take role on 

keeping and showing the important clues of the theme or the main idea which 

controls the whole story of a kidnapped dog, Buck. 
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Another suggestion for further study, the changing character or 

character development of Buck can be analyzed using psychoanalysis. The 

changing of Buck’s characteristics can derive the theme or main idea of the 

novel in which psychoanalysis may help to see through the Buck’s changes. 

The Buck’s changes will lead to the theme of The Call of The Wild. 

Thus, to find the theme of The Call of The Wild, there are other 

compatible elements and approach which can be used for analysis. For that, 

the further studies may gain richer and detailed results with the other 

elements and approaches used for analysis.  


